Designed by Tonja Pe Benito

Pink Plumeria Maui

KELLY EAR WARMER
TUNISIAN CROCHET PATTERN

Materials:
J/6.0 mm Tunisian Hook with or
without a short cord.
Worsted Weight, #4 yarn
Tapestry Needle
Scissors

Yards/Ounces:
3.0 oz/86 g or 185 y/170 m. I used Hand
Dyed Yarn from @aquarius_make

Skill Level:
Beginner

Size:
Adult, Child

Gauge:
IG: @pinkplumeriamaui

FB: facebook.com/pinkplumeriamaui

Pinterest: PPMFreeCrochetPatterns
Etsy: PinkPlumeriaMaui
Ravelry: PinkPlumeriaMaui

www.pinkplumeriamaui.com

4 x 4 inches of tfs = 14 sts x 16 rows

Abbreviations:
ch = chain
sts = stitches
FwP = forward pass
RetP = return pass
tss = Tunisian simple stitch
tfs = Tunisian full stitch
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DIMENSIONS:

Welcome to the Kelly Ear Warmer, a Tunisian crochet pattern. This Ear Warmer
is made by making a large rectangle, whip stitching the rectangle together, and
then creating a twist to join. I've included Adult and Child sizes.
Simple knowledge of Tunisian crochet is needed. Some very helpful tips with
Tunisian crochet are to train yourself to crochet loosely, test your gauge, and
you can change your hook size to meet gauge if needed. I've created a video on
how to join and the create twist, you can find it HERE.
A big thank you to my testers for this pattern: Rachel @cozycoys, Amy
@theacorncraftshop, & Ashley @triple_knots_crochet.
Thank you for purchasing this pattern and I would love to see what you make.
Follow me on Instagram @pinkplumeriamaui and share your pictures using
hash-tag #pinkplumeriamaui.
**You can NOT copy pattern (or part of a pattern) and publish it on another
website or other publication. Instead, you can publish a link to the pattern. You
may sell products made from this pattern but not the pattern. I ask that you link
back to my post. Please do not copy or reproduce pictures. When in doubt ask
me, tonjapebenito@gmail.com.**
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NOTES:

Read through pattern thoroughly
first.
A good article to read is: How to
create the Tunisian Full Stitch by
Heart, Hook, Home.
Check your gauge.
Child pattern is in ( ).
PATTERN:

Adult (Child):
Row 1: FwP: Ch 31 (23), pull a loop up
on 2nd chain from hook. Pull up
loops on remaining chains. (30, 22
sts) Standard RetP

Joining:

With wrong sides together (right
sides facing out), fold your rectangle
in half and line up rows. Whipstitch
through both edge stitches to other
end. Don't fasten off, you'll use that
tail to create the twist. Video
tutorial located HERE.
Twist:
With right sides together (seam
facing out and centered), fold ends
together. Pinch ends together
making a U, sandwich ends together
by laying left fold, right fold, left
fold and right fold. Sew through all
to create a twist.
Fasten off and turn right side out.

Row 2: FwP: Tfs by inserting hook
into 1st space between 1st and 2nd
vertical bars, pull up a loop. *Insert
hook into next space between
vertical bars, pull up a loop*. Repeat
from * to * making sure not to pull
up a loop in last space. Insert hook
and pull up loop into edge stitch.
(30, 22 sts) Standard RetP
Row 3: FwP: Tfs by inserting hook
into 2nd space between 2nd and 3rd
vertical bars, pull up a loop. *Insert
hook into next space between
vertical bars, pull up a loop*. Repeat
from * to * making sure to pull up a
loop in last space. Insert hook and
pull up loop into edge stitch. (30, 22
its) Standard RetP
Repeat Rows 2 and 3 until Row 80
(76) or until you have reached 20
inches (19 inches).
Bind off. Bind off is like a slip stitch.
Insert hook into 1st vertical bar, pull
up and slip stitch. Continue to end
of row, fasten off leaving a 30-inch
tail.
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